TRICK DOG

Getting ready forTrick Dog Competitions
Imagine getting a group of dogs together who have been
trained from 6 months to 6 years. Then combine this with
their owners, who have been training dogs from 6 months
to 30 years. And in one workshop the goal is
to get all the dogs learning the new sport,
Trick Dogs. Many novices with delinquent
dogs were nervous about learning these
tricks with experienced old hands, but the
day was fun, relaxed and the dogs had a
great time.
The day began with a great introduction by
Joan Stewart, who explained the 15 starter
tricks and the rules of competition if people
wish to enter trials. Vicki Etherington then
demonstrated each trick with her 15-month
Kelpie, “Australia”. This was an excellent
introduction because this taught every
handler there that no matter what your
level of expertise, and regardless of
the stage of your dog, these tricks
can be taught in a simple and easy
manner. Everyone agreed at the end
of the workshop that they were leaving

with a range of new skills. Moreover, the day had been
incredibly relaxed, full of laughter, and felt more like
a picnic with our dogs than a formal workshop. Even those
uptight dogs that some label with ADHD were able to
focus, enjoy the day, and actually learn new tricks. At the
beginning of the workshop some owners were heard
to mumble “there is no way my dog can do any of that”;
later their dogs were doing swivels, weaving, and
pulling off some very impressive dance step,
s u p p o rt e d by a ve ry e n c o u ra g i n g g r o u p.
Some people were not planning to trial their
dogs in Trick Dogs, but after doing this one
workshop, they felt they learnt so much in one
day that they can confidently trial in March.
Even those who may not trial, they agreed that
the skills learnt during this workshop definitely
helped them with their Rally, Dances With Dogs,
and other disciplines.
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